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Page 1
Blank album page. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.1

Page 2
Album page with portraits of Gertrude Stein. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.2
ark:/28722/bk0016v2b08

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Page 3
Gertrude Stein in Baltimore. circa 1900 BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.2, a
Gertrude Stein in Baltimore. circa 1900 BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.2, b

Album page with snapshots of Gertrude Stein in Baltimore. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.3
ark:/28722/bk0016v2b1t

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Page 4
Gertrude Stein's study, Johns Hopkins period. circa 1900 BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.3, a
[Gertrude Stein and her nephew Allan Stein in Baltimore.] circa 1900
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.3, b
[Gertrude Stein in Luxembourg Gardens, Paris, photographed by A. Rosenshine.] 1908
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.3, c

Paintings in Stein's atelier (1907). BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.4
ark:/28722/bk0016v2b2c

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Page 5
Album page with snapshots of Gertrude, Leo, and Michael Stein.
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.5
ark:/28722/bk0016v2b3x

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Page 6
Gertrude Stein, 1905. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.5, a
[Gertrude Stein, courtyard of 27 Rue de Fleurus, Paris.] 1907?
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.5, b
ark:/28722/bk0016v2b4g

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Page 7
Leo, Gertrude and Michael Stein, 1907. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.5, c
ark:/28722/bk0016v2b51

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Page 8
Paintings in Stein atelier, 1907. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.6
ark:/28722/bk0016v2b6k

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Page 9
Album page with snapshots of Gertrude Stein at Luxembourg Gardens.
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.7
ark:/28722/bk0016v2b74

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Page 10
Gertrude Stein at her desk; I [Annette Rosenshine] am sitting in the background. 1908
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.7, a
**Page 8**

**Picasso portrait of Gertrude Stein before it was framed. circa 1907**
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.8  [ark:28722/bk0016v2b8p]

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

**Page 9**

**Album page with snapshots of Gertrude Stein and Annette Rosenshine in Stein atelier, Paris. circa 1895-circa 1960**
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.9  [ark:28722/bk0016v2b97]

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

**Gertrude Stein in atelier; Annette Rosenshine in background, 1908.**
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.9, a
**Picasso sculpture on table in Stein atelier.** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.9, b
**[Paintings and desk in Stein atelier.] circa 1908** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.9, c  [ark:28722/bk0016v2c0s]

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

**Page 10**

**[Gertrude Stein in Luxembourg Gardens.] 1907?** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.9, d
**Album page with photographs of Picasso paintings.** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.10  [ark:28722/bk0016v2c1b]

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

**Left wall of Picasso's paintings, Nude Valaton.** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.10, a
**[Picasso paintings.]** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.10, b-d

**Page 11**

**Album page with snapshots of Michael, Leo, and Gertrude Stein at villa in Fiesole.**
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.11  [ark:28722/bk0016v2c2w]

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

**[Stein atelier.]** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.11, a
**Michael Steins, Leo, and Gertrude at villa in Fiesole.** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.11, b
**[Picasso sculpture.]** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.11, c
**[Gertrude Stein sitting cross legged on a table.]** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.11, d

**Page 12**

**Alice B. Toklas photographed by Arnold Genthe.** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.12

Additional Note
Loose print (restricted original) is BANC PIC 1964.050:15--AX.

**Page 13**

**Album page with images of Alice B. Toklas.** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.13  [ark:28722/bk0016v2c3f]

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

**Alice B. Toklas portrait.** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.13, a
**Alice B. Toklas and Harriet Levy, Fiesole, 1909** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.13, b  [ark:28722/bk0016v2c40]

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

**Alice B. Toklas [profile].** BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.13, c

Additional Note
Loose print (restricted original) is BANC PIC 1964.050:16--AX.
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Painting by paternal grandfather of Alice B. Toklas. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.13, d

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Tintype of Alice B. Toklas and me [Annette Rosenshine], Cliff House, San Francisco (about 1904). BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.13, f

Additional Note
Copy of tintype in album. Original is BANC PIC 1964.050:14--TIN.

[Matisse painting.] BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.14
Sarah and Michael Stein's Matisses (1908). BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.15

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Album page with snapshots of Michael, Sarah, Leo and Allan Stein in Fiesole. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.16

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

[Allan Stein] in villa, Fiesole. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.16, a
Sarah Stein. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.16, b
Leo, Allan and Michael Stein. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.16, c
[Villa at Fiesole?] BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.16, d
Stein family in villa in Fiesole (1910). BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.16, e
Allan and Sarah [Stein], Fiesole, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.16, f

Album page with snapshots of Stein atelier, Paris. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.17

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Sarah and Michael [Stein] atelier, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.17, a
Michael, Sarah, Matisse, Allan, Purrmann, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.17, b
Matisses at Michael Stein's atelier also decoration. circa 1908
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.17, c
Writing table in Michael Stein apartment. circa 1908 BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.17, d

Sarah and Michael Stein's atelier, 1907. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.18

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Album page with snapshots of Stein atelier, Paris. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.19

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Back of pension and Stein apartment, 58 rue Madame. circa 1908
BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.19, b
[Stein atelier.] circa 1908 BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.19, c
[Stein atelier.] circa 1908 BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.19,d
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Sarah Stein on couch. circa 1908 BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.20

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Matisse paintings. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.21, a-c

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Matisse decoration (1907). BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.23, a-c

Additional Note
This material was selectively digitized from a larger resource or collection.

Three Matisse sculptures. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.24, a

The Pioneer of the New Literary Canons: Gertrude Stein in Her Home in Paris
[newspaper clipping]. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.24, b

[Picasso sketches.] BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.24, c


[Picasso paintings on wall.] BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.24, e

Blank album page. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.25

Album page with postcards. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.26, a-c

[Magazine clipping regarding Matisse]. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.27

[Magazine clipping on last work of Matisse]. BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.28


Luxembourg Garden, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.050:1--AX

Scope and Content Note
Children on path, bare trees.

Luxembourg Garden, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.050:2--AX

Scope and Content Note
Trees, chairs, possibly Annette Rosenshine in coat.

Annette R. 1908 BANC PIC 1964.050:3--AX

Scope and Content Note
Annette Rosenshine seated on sidewalk with 2 nurses and baby carriages, Luxembourg Gardens.

Luxembourg Garden, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.050:4--AX

Luxembourg Garden, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.050:5--AX

Luxembourg Garden, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.050:6--AX

Annette R. 1908 BANC PIC 1964.050:7--AX

Scope and Content Note
Annette Rosenshine, in coat among trees, Luxembourg Garden.

Alice Toklas. BANC PIC 1964.050:8--AX

Scope and Content Note
Alice B. Toklas, back to camera, in Luxembourg Garden.
Luxembourg Garden, 1908. BANC PIC 1964.050:9--AX
Scope and Content Note
Urnn and small birds.

Hot springs, 1903. BANC PIC 1964.050:10--AX
Scope and Content Note
Garden.

Hot springs, 1903. BANC PIC 1964.050:11--AX
Scope and Content Note
Wood frame building on hillside.

Hot springs, 1903. BANC PIC 1964.050:12--AX
Scope and Content Note
Wood frame building on rugged hillside.

St. Augustin and his mother St. Monica. BANC PIC 1964.050:13--AX
Physical Description: 1 postcard, collotype
Scope and Content Note
Postcard of painting by Ary Scheffer. Annotation on verso, presumably by Annette Rosenshine: A favorite picture of my youth [&] of Gertrude [Stein] and new again of mine. Do you remember it[?]

Additional Note

Alice B. Toklas photographed by Arnold Genthe. BANC PIC 1964.050:15--AX
Additional Note
Restricted original signed by the photographer. Matching print (copy) in album, BANC PIC 1964.049--ALB p.12.

Alice B. Toklas [profile]. BANC PIC 1964.050:16--AX
Additional Note